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within Australia. 

To be assessed by
a registered
Verndogs Australia
trainer/assessor.

info@verndogs.com
www.verndogs.com



Before the test:

take a deep breath, prepare
yourself and your dog, and don’t

lose confidence. 

have your Verndogs Australia
registration number, ID card, or
reference number on hand to
provide to your assessor. 

ask your assessor for their trainer
registration number and ensure
they are a Verndogs Registered

Trainer. 



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 1: Temperament

A loud item is dropped to startle the dog. the dog displays a recovery time of less
than 3 seconds.

The dog displays the ability to be comfortably handled and accompanied while
eating food. No signs of food aggression are present.

The dog performs basic obedience commands while in the company of another
dog, and, where applicable, around other people and humans.

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 2: Hygiene

The dog either displays the ability to toilet on command, or the handler can provide
an example of the dogs toileting schedule.

The dog appears well groomed and presented, and the handler can answer
questions regarding the dogs grooming schedule.

The dog has been assessed by a vet and cleared for work. The dog is free from
infectious disease and is fully vaccinated.

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 3: Obedience

Dog performs the commands "sit", "down" and "stay" in a pet friendly environment
such as Bunnings or a pet store. 

Dog maintains a loose leash walk throughout a pet friendly store, and does not
solicit excess attention from members of the public.

Dog demonstrates the ability to recall from over 10 meters in a pet friendly
environment. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 4: Tasks

Dog performs at least one identifiable task to alleviate the effects of a disability. For
the purposes of this assessment, the task can be commanded or prompted.

Dog performs this task in a pet friendly environment such as Bunnings or a pet
store.

Dog does not display any discomfort performing the task or action for the handler.

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



Final Score

Thank you for performing Verndogs Australia’s Public
Access Competency Assessment.

This page will outline your final score, any feedback from your assessor, as well as your next
assessment date. It is imperative you and your dog are regularly assessed to ensure you

continue to comply with standards outlined by Australian Law. 

Trainer/Assessor Feedback:  

Final Score: Next Assessment Date: 

/12 /     /

Teams must score a minimum of 10/12 to be awarded a
pass mark. Teams who fail can resit the test after 6

weeks. 

It is mandatory for all Verndogs Australia Teams to
perform a Public Access Competency Assessment bi-

annually, to ensure they comply with Verndogs
standards, as well as Australian Legal Standards. 

Trainer Name:
Trainer Location:
Trainer Registration Number:
Date Test Performed: 


